
Almost all screen stories are created by BUILDING UP ACTIONS
into a standard SCREENPLAY (see FORMAT pdf). Screenplays
attract and organise all the makers – including yourself!
                                          Robert Watson 2021

You can download 100% FREE screenwriting software for use
for all your early writing projects. Compare FadeIn etc.

Here is a very successful SCREENWRITING workflow 1 to 10:

(1) As they occur to you, LIST all the KEY ACTIONS that your
main characters do as they interact with each other. E.g.:
- Bobby shines a flashlight.
- A Newsreader reports about a park.
- Andy visits Bobby.
Etc... A feature might start with a list of 90+ key actions.

(2) Mentally replay your actions. ORDER YOUR ACTIONS to
create the story. Put the most dramatic (CLIMAX) actions
toward the end. List (1), rearranged in story order, is:
- Andy visits Bobby.
- Bobby shines a flash light.
- A Newsreader reports on a park. (the climax).

(3) Put SCENE HEADINGS. In the SCREENPLAY FORMAT pdf, the
first scene is outside (EXT.) an office during the day. Then
Andy's visit to Bobby moves inside (INT.) which is shown by
the second scene heading. Then flashback to a PARK at NIGHT.

(4) Order your actions, REFINE OR EXPAND ACTIONS (see pdf),
add scene headings. Now you have done 75% of the creative
work. The no-dialogue document is called a SCENE BREAKDOWN.

(5) Don't use scene numbers until the final screenplay has
been approved by the producer or people who help make it.

(6) But it is essential to NUMBER ALL PAGES. Page numbers
are used to roughly time the film. Page 1 means roughly,
'the first minute of the film'. Page numbers are essential.

(7) Capitalise ANDY (18), BOBBY (50) when he or she is first
introduced. Most writers then use lower case Andy, Bobby.

(8) Actions are visual &/or audio. 'A bell rings' is audio.
Hear your scenes. Facial looks and gestures are actions too.

(9) Never write thoughts. Translate thoughts into seen or
heard ACTIONS, or dialogue or voice-over (V.O.) dialogue.

(10) FINALLY read through the full scene breakdown. IF IT
WORKS as a dramatic film – Only then – do another pass
through the screenplay and WRITE the DIALOGUE LAST: What
characters say. Or don't say (quiet action extended as BEAT)


